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INTROIUCTIOF
Bioaooustioal research on vertebrates has been dominated
by studies of avian vocalization.
terrestrial mammalian sounds.
tion in bats.

Less work has been done on

Griffin (1958) described eooloca-

Bartholomew and Collias (I9 6 2 ) studied the role

of vocalization in the northern elephant seal.

Recent work on

rodent sounds include studies on the Uinta ground squirrel
(Spermophilus

Cite litas

armatus) (Balph a.n& Balph, I96 6 ), the

yellow-bellied marmot (Marmota flaviventris) (Waring, I9 6 6 ), and
the grasshopper mouse (On.ychom.vs leucogas ter)>'(Buffer.. I9 6 6 ).
Tenilxrock (1968 ) compiled a review of mammalian vocalization
studies.
The red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) is a highly vocal
animal.
1929i

Early studies on the ecology of the red squirrel (Hatt,
Klugh, 1 9 2 7 $

Layne, 1954) included orthographic descrip

tions of several kinds of calls and conjectures about their func
tion.

Smith (1965 ) discussed vocalization in his extensive eco

logical study of the genus Tamiasciurus.
The purpose of this study was to describe vocalization of
the red squirrel.

Different kinds of calls were recorded and

analysed to obtain quantitative descriptions of red squirrel
sounds in terms of kinds of notes, duration of notes and inter
nets intervals, major frequencies composing notes, and types o£
temporal patterning.
Variation in vocalization was examined on several levelst
inter— and intra-individual variation, variation be tween males
and females, variation between adults and juveniles, and vari
ation between three geographio populations which included twc
different sub-species.

-

1-
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MATERIALS AMD METHODS
Study Areas
Most observations and recordings were made at the Ohiversity
of Montana Biological Station at Yellow Bay on the eastern shore
of Flathead Lake 31 miles northeast of Poison, Montana (Figure l).
The Biological Station consists of a 60 acre peninsula timbered
with the following species t

Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga mensiesii).

yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa?) « Engle man sprue» (Pice a ewrlemani).
grand fir (Abies grandis), western larch (Larix oocidentalis).
paper biroh (Betula nanyrifera). and mountain maple (Acer glabrure)»
most common shrubs oon^sing the uwierstory are:

ninebark

(Physooarpus malvaceous)* snowberry (Symphoricarnus rivularie).
thimbleberry (Rubus parvlflorus)« mock orange (Philadelphia
lewisii). ocean spray (Bolodiscus discolor), wild rose (Rosa sp.
white spirea (Spirea betulifolial. service berry (Amelanchier
alnifolia). buck brush (Cænothus sanguineus), and Oregon grape
(Berberis repens).
Red squirrels were trapped over the entire station except for
the mammal plot area.
Recordings of red squirrels from different geographio looations were ob.tained at secondary study are ms.
in Olaoier Rational Park, Montana.

One area was

Recordings were made at

Bowman, Lake Campground, 36 miles northwest of general park head
quarters (Figure l).

Another study area was in Yellowstone

Rational Park, Wyoming.

Recordings were made within a 10 mile

radius of Canyon Village, within the Park, and at Beaver Creek
Campground, 12 miles north of West Yellowstone, Montana (Figure l).
Red squirrels at the Biological Station and Glacier Rational
Park belong to the same sub-species, Tamiasciurus hudsonicus
richardsoni. but the red squirrels in Yellowstone Rational Park
belong to the sub-speoies, T,
-

ventorium (Hall and Kelson, 1959).

2-
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Figure 1.

Study areas in Montana and Wyoming.
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Identification: of individuals
Eed squirrels at the Biological Station were live trapped
and marked for individual identification.

Trapping, handling

and marking methods were devised hy I4r. Kurt Ealvorsen, Forest
Research Laboratory, Missoula, Montana.

Squirrels were live

trapped in Havahart traps baited with sunflower seeds.

Traps

were set at dawn and checked every one to two hours until dark.
Trapped animals were transported in the trap to the laboratory
for marking.
capture.

After marking, they were released at the site of

Squirrels were weighed and sered prior to marking.

A handling cone designed by Ealvorsen was used to confine squir—V
rels while they were being marked.
Red squirrels were permanently marked by the toe clipping
scheme demised by L^yne (1954).

Markers for field identification,

consisted of tags fastened through the skin of the back and
plastic ear t^s.

The back tag consisted of a short length of

nylon monofilament fishing leader attached to a colored vinyl
rectangle by a small piece of crimped aluminum tubing.

The

leader was drawn through the skin of the back with a syringe
and was fastened securely.

Ears were punched with a paper punch

suid a length of colored plastic braid was tied securely through
an ear.

Individuals were identified by the color of back tags

and the color and location of ear tags.
Six adult females, t h r ^ adult males and two juvenile males
were trapped and marked at the Biological Station.

Subsequent

observations and recaptures of each marked animal were plotted
on maps of the study area.

These maps gave information about

home ranges of individual animals.
Methods of recording
Vocalizations were recorded in the field on a portable Uher
4000 Report-L tape recorder.

A 24 inch fiberglass parabola was

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

•“6^
twed in conjunction with a Uher microphone to collect sounds
at some distanoe from vocalising red squirrels.
1 /4 inch magnetic tape, acetate hacked was used.

Scotch 111
Recordings

were made at a t e ^ speed of 7.5 inches per second, a satis*
factory speed for most hio-acoustical work (Kellogg,196o).
Identifioation of the vocalizing individual as well as its 7^
sex, location^ and behavior were recorded direotly on the tape
immediately after a call was taped.

Behavior of other inr

dlviduals, the time of day and date, and other relevant ina>
formation were included in these verbal field notes.

In study

areas where red squirrels were unmarked, individuals were sexed
and aged whenever possible.
Some recordings were made in the laboratory at the Bio logical
Station while individuals were being marked.

Vocalizations of

a captive juvenile male from lellowstone National Bark were also
recorded in the laboratory.
Editing
As a recorded reel was replayed in the laboratory a list was
made of the contents and where each sound was located o n the tape.
Simultaneously, field notes and annotations of the parts of the
tape to be saved were transcribed.
A call was defined as a specific sound oomposed of specific
notes, isolated in time from other sounds by at least 10 seconds
of silence.

Calls recorded during a single taping period (from

the time the tape recorder was turned on. until it was turned off)
were re-splioed in their original sequenoe to form a recording
after extraneous back-ground noises had been removed.
AUi edit sheet for each recording contained the following
informatiom

(1) $he number

of the recording and the number

of the tape from which it was taken; (2) the individual; (3) its
sex; (4 ) the locality in which the recording was made; (5 ) be
havior of the individual and other red squirrels in the vicinity;
(6) the time cf day and date; (7) the contents of the recording;
(8) background noises; (9)' quality of the sound ^reproduction; and
(1 0 ) additional notes#
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7/

-7Several recordings from each squirrel at the Biological

'

Stationi were stored on. one reel and calls from other localities
were stored together hy locality,

A cumulative list of edited

recordings were compiled and this list was oross«-referenoed
according to oall type and individual*
Analysis
A Kay Electric Company Model 606 I-A Sonagraphy a sound
speotograpliy was used to analyse the frequencies between 8 ^
to 8000 cycles per second,
most effective,

A narrow band EC analysis was;

From the sonagrams produced, individual note

lengths were measured in seconds and frequencies

were measured

i n kilocycles per second.
Farther analysis of recordings consisted of measurling spe
cific aspects of each kind of call while the recording was re
played at one—sixteenth the recorded speed.

From this replay,

a compilation! was made of the kinds of notes oonqposing the oall,
the number of each kind of note, the total number of notes, and
the temporal patterning of the notes.

Each call was then replayed.'

at normal speed, timing the length of the oall and again noting
temporal patterns,

fhe number of notes per second was calcu

lated by dividing the total number of notes by tjto length of
the oall in seconds,
% e following information about eaoh analyzed call was com
piled on an analysis sheet1

(l) the identification: of the oall;

(2 ) the number of notes per second; (3 ) kinds of notes present;
(4 ) the number of eaoh kind of note; ($) sonagrams made; (6) tem
poral patterns present; (7) the length and major frequencies of
different kinds of notes.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test was used to test the
amount of variation within one individual and between different
individuals, sex and age groups and geographio populations.
Values in two samples to be compared were summed in cumulative
distributions.

The two cumulative distributions were compared

and the maximum difference between the two corresponding points

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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iir the distrlhutions determines wheither or not differenoes
are signifioant.
Intra-individual variation was determined by randomly
êelooting five ohee calls from one individual and comparing all
five calls with one another on the basis of percentage use of
notes composing the oall.

Inter-individual variation was de«4

termined by comparing seven adult red squirrels witk one an
other on the basis of peroentage use of ohee oall notes.

Vari

ation between the sexes was determined by comparing the total
peroentage use of male ohee oall notes with the total percentage
use of female ohee call notes,
between adults and juveniles.

A similar comparison! was made
% r e e geographio populations were

compared with one another o n the basis of total percentage use
of ohee o # U notes from eaoh area.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

RESULTS
Territoriali ty
Red squirrels sometimes have two breeding seasons per
yearl(Asdell, I964).

One is a spring breeding season from

February until Maroh; the other is a mid-summer breeding searson from June until July.

The gestation period is about 40

days.
At the Biological Station during the summer of I967, a
second mid—summer breeding season occurred.

Breeding activity

was observed in the form of rasLles approaching females from
early June until late July.

Copulation was never observed

but at least one marked female (#2j ) was laotating in September,
The dates of observations of the 11 red squirrels trapped
and marked at the Biological Station^ are listed in Table 1.
Red squirrels #1* and #2t were observed during the breeding
season and after the breeding season.

Red squirrels #4<^ t

#2<^f #5* > and #3# were observed only during the mid-sunuaer
breeding season.

All observations of #8«% and

#6$, and

the two juveniles, #00J^, and #10J^were made after the breeding
season.
The location of observations of the nine marked adult red
squirrels are shown in. Figure 2.

These data indicate that ina-

dividuals tend to remain in restricted locations.
The only exception was #4# whioch ranged over the entire
study area during the breeding season.

Smith (I968) states

that "there is a necessity for some temporary cession of ter
ritorial defense to allow the sexes to come together for bre
eding purposes."

All observations of #4d*were made during the

mid-sumn»r breeding season when he was seen approaching females.
After the breeding season, he was no longer seen on the study
area.
Figure 3 shows the home ranges of thrée adult females and
one adult male.
breeding season.

All observations of

were made after the

% e s e data suggest that female home ranges are

mutually exoitüsive areas occupied by a single individual.
-9Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Males

Table 1.

Observations of marked red squirrels at tWe bhiversity of
Montana Biological Station.,

Number of
individual

Inclusive dates
of observations

Sex and Age

Number of
observation!

# w

Adult male

6 /6 — 7 /2 1

28

# 2cr

Adult male

7 /9 — 7 /1 7

4

# 8cf

Adult male

7 /2 3 — 9 /^

13

#229

Adult female

6 /1 3 — 8 /2 9

29

# 79

Adult female

7 /2 2 — 9 /4

19

# 59

Adult female

7 /7 — 7 /9

4

# 19

Adult female

6 /1 1 — 8 /3 0

11

# 39

Adult female

6 /1 5 — 6 /1 5

1

#69

Adult female

7 /2 2 — 9 /2

4

# o o jy

Juvenile male

8 /2 5 — 9 /4

7

# lOJcf

Juvenile male

7 /2 3 — 9 /1

7

-

10-
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Figure 2.

Location of observâtioiui of nine marked adult
red squirrels at the Biological Station»

—11—
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Home ranges of tovæ marked individuals ate the
Biologioal Station.
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wander thro^ighout female home ranges during the breeding, season,
and are restricted to one location, during the rest of the year.
Description of calls
During the study, red squirrels gave six different kinds of
sounds.

.Several recordings of each sound were obtained from most

of the marked individuals at the Biological Station.

Xhese same

six sounds were also recorded at the secondary study areas.

De

scriptions of calls and the average values calculated for major
frequencies and note lengths were obtained from calls recorded
at the Biological Station.
Chee Call*

T W chee call is the most frequently heard sound

of the red sqxhirrel^s vocal répertorié,

ühis call has been de

scribed as "scolding chatter" (Elugh^ 1927)* "angry chattering*''
(Hhtt, 1929), and "churring" (Gordon, 1936).

Its length varies

from several seconds to over an hour.(this study and Smith* 1965).
Eight different notes can be distinquished in ohee calls.
%Lese notes differ in the arrangement and number of two basic com
ponents.

The alpha («< ) component (Figure 4 ) has a simple range

of sound fairly high in frequency without harmonios.

The beta

(7 3 )' oompo’nent (Figure 4 ) has a more complex series of frequencies:
the basic pitch is low and several harmonics are included in the
structure of the component.
Table 2 lists the eight notes composing the chee call, the
sequence of components, the avera^ major frequencies presentb and
the average lengths of each note.

These notes are distinquished

with ease when the tape is played at one—sixteenth normal speed.
The most simple note, the single note (Figure 54.)', is com
posed of a single beta joomponent.

Thirty percent of ohee call

notes recorded at the Biological Station were single notes.

The^

double note (Figure gB), an alpha component followed by a beta
component, also composed 30^ of chee call notes.
The reverse double no te"\(Figure 50) is a beta component
followed by an alpha component.

The triple note (Figure 5B)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Figure U.

Alpha and beta components of the chee call.

Figure 5*

A.
B.
C.
D.
£.

Single note, chee call.
Itouble note, chee call.
Reverse double note, chee call.
Reverse triple note, chee call.
Triple note, chee call.

—16 “
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Table 2*

Note type

Component sequenoe, length, and major frequanoiee
of note types composing the ohee oall.

Sequence of
oomponents

Ave.
length
(sec.)

Single

a

0.07

Double

<A'/3

0 ,1 1

Reverse
Double
Ækiple

0 ,1 0

0.14

Reverse
Ttiple

0,16

Quad

0.18

Ave. range
of major
frequencies
(kc/sec,)
»
+
“ 2 .6— *3»5'

No. in
sample
15

* 5.1— 6.2
^ - 2 .7— 3.8

28

/3 m 2,7— 3.8
5.0— 5.7

17

“ 5.2— 6.3
/? 2 .8 — 3 .8
o* a 4 ,8 — 5 ,5

16

^ = 2 i8 — 3 .6
vC m $,0 — 6 .7
^ “ 2 ,6— 3.7

4

“ 5.0— 5 .8

16

0 - 2.8— 3.7
•4 a 5 .2— 6 ,0
^ " 2, 6——3. 6

Quint

0.22"
a
04' a
^ -

Trill

No. of components
ranged from 7 -1 5

Range*
0.23—0.54

5.2—
2 .8—
$,2—
2,8—
4 .9 —

6,1
3.7
6.0
3.5
6 ,3

none
measured

fAverage minimum of the flrequenoy remge
%.irorage maximum^ of the frequency range

—18—
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-19^
is two alpha components joined by q, beta ' component.

The

reverse triple note (Figure $D) is two beta components joined
by an alpha component.
notes.

Triple notes composed 12^ of chee call

Reverse double and reverse triple notes were minor con-

stituients of the chee call.
The quad note (Figure 6a), four alternating alpha and beta
components consistuted 15% of chee call notes.

The quint note

(Figure 6B), five alternating alpha and beta oomponents, was
rarely heard.

The trill (Figure 6C), compose of from 6 to 15

alternating alpha and beta components, was another minor ele
ment of the chee call composition.
J
The number of notes per unit time varied from o.31 notes
per second to 4.26 notes per second.

This variation: depends

on the arrangment of pauses between, notes,
in temporal patterns.

Rotes are arranged

Solitary notes are d e f a s

notes se

parated by at least 0.5 seconds from any other note or group of
notes.

Rotes also occur in distinct pairs, triplets,, and series.

Temporal p@(tterns often occur in "runs"; for example, several
pairs may occur together followed by a sequence of several soli
tary notes.
A tail flick accompanies each note of the chee o&ll.

As

the

red squirrel calls, the muscles of the diaphragm and the abdomen
appear to contract,

Simulaneously, contraction of muscles near

the base of the tail cause the tail to flick forward or upward,
depending on the squirrel's posture.
The ohee call was heard during and after the breeding season.
Twenty eight out of 142 observed chee calls were associated with
breeding behavior.
males,

Males called in the direction of nearby fe

Also, males were observed calling while approaching fe

males and retreating from female threats.

A male near a female

use the chee call while chasing away other males who were ap
proaching. , ' . '

^

■■

Fifty eight of the chee calls were given by red squirrels
as humans approached them o^ as they approached or looked towards
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Figure 6.

A.
B.
C.

Quad note, chee call.
Quin.it note, ohee call.
Trill, cbee call.

Figure %

Three representative squeak-vhistie notea.
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humane*

Cone cutting or eating cones prior to, during, or

following cbee calls was observed on twenty nine occasions•
UVenty eight cbee calls were givmi by red squirrels as they
ran through 'toees or along logs.
Two red squirrels were beard calling simultaneously elevem
times.

On five occasions, red squirrels gave cbee calls fol

lowing the rolledl R call of another individual,.

C m three

occasions, red squirrels gave cbee calls following the cbee call
of another individual,.
Squeak-whistiest

Squeak whistles are high soft whistles

which have been described as a "low'meur^meur-meur* note**'
(Klugh, 1927 )f a'*whistled *whuuk* slowly repeated** '($att„ 1 929 ),
and a **peep** (Smith, 1965 ),
This sound is temporally related to the cbee call:

squeak-

whistles immediately preceded cbee calls in 48 ^ of all observai I:
tions and occasionally occurred between notes of the cbee call.
Structurally, the squeak-whis tie (Figure T) looks somewhat
like the alpha component of the cbee call.

The squeak-whis tie

note is oomposdd of a basic frequency with average f a % e s from
4 ,7 ko/seo, to 6 ,4 ko/sec. to 4.5 ko/sec.
0 .0 5 to 0 ,1 3 ssooimLs in duration.

The note ranges from

Individual notes vary in fre

quency as well as duration within, one individual's call,
Squeak-whis ties occur i n groups ranging from 1 note to $8
notes,

4 series of notes may be regularly spaced by a fairly

constant inter-note interval; but more often, the notes are ir#
regularly spaced throughout a series.
This call was heard most frequently (24 out of $6 obser
vations) when an animal was approached or it locked -toward a
human.

Often it would then approach with slow jerky movements

giving squeak-whis ties.

This approach was usually followed by

a rapid retreat up a tree accompanied by a cbee call.

Red

squirrels also squeak—whistled as they moved slowly down a
tree apparently unawnre of ray pMsencd,
Squeak-whistles were also heard six times during the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Figure 8,

%rpioal note sequence of the rolled R cell.

Figure 9#

Lengthening of the inter-note interval at" the
end of a rolled R call*
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breecling eeasoik whe& a mal# approached or followed a female#
^ e male approached the female with slow jerky movements»
Twice males were observed giving squeak—whistles as they re
treated from threats of females#

Bed squirrels occasionally

gave squeak-whis ties while running and while grooming.
' I Rolled R call;
is the rolled R oall.

Another major sound of the red squirrel
This rapid series of uniform notes haa

been described as a "long rolling *Ghir—r—r-r—r—r—r—r—r«<r—r
(Klugh, 1927 )» and as a "long vibrant rolling ’toherrr*" (Batt,
1 9 2 9 ).

The rolled R call ranges from 2 to I4 seconds.

One kind

of note composed of a wide range of frequencies and averaging
0.03 seconds makes up this call (Figure 8).
^

The rolled R call consists of a rapid series of notes

varying from 11.9/ sec. to 24*6/ sec.

Within a given call,

the inter—note interval and length of the notes are both quite
consistent.

The rate of calling in 39 calls analyzed slowed

down the last few fractions of a second at the end of the oall
(Figure 9)*

This slowing down occurs because of an increase in

the length of the inter-note interval and not because of an in
crease in the length of individual notes.

Other variations in

temporal patterns include short pauses within a call and .detached,
notes at the end of a call (Figure lO).

These relatively minor

variations in the rolled R call are conspicuous because the call
is mnohi more uniform than other calls.
. Twenty two of fifty one rolled R calls observed were known
to be associated with vocal communication between two red squir
rels.

Red squirrels gave a rolled R call follovlng aAd apparent]^

in response to a chee or rolled R call of another red squirrel
near by.

This oall was also given prior to or after eating or

cutting cones fifteen times,

lypioally a m animal observed feeding

or cutting cones would suddenly rum to the top of the tree and
give a rolled R call.
This oall was assooiated with overt aggression; om sevem
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Figure 10.

Two detached notes at the end of a rolled R oall.

Figure 11.

Four representative squeak notes
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ocoaslones

three times males were observed giving rolled R

calls after being chased by a female ; twice females were ob
served giving rolled R calls prior to chasing males; once
a male was observed giving a rolled R call prior to approaching' a female and prior to being chased by another male.
Squeaks* Squeaks are complex sounds usually voiced ini con».
j%inctiom with the rolled R call.

They have been, described as

"rapid whimpering notes" (Ratt, 1929 ).
The squeak varies slightly in frequency from note to note;
generally the first squeaks given in a series are highest in
frequency.

However, the basic structure of the note remains

the same throughout the call (Figure 11).
squeak is composed of a basic range of frequencies and
at least two groups of higher frequencies.

The lowest group of

frequencies has an average range from 3.4 kc/see. to 1.9 kc/sec.
The second group of frequencies is more variable with an average
range from 6.9 kc/sec. to 5.2kc/seo..

All higher groups of fre

quencies are greater than 8.0 kc/sec. at the upper end of their
range.
Individual notes vary i m duration from 0,14 to 0.25 seconds.
The inter-note interval in consistantly aboutO.lO seconds in
length.

From 1 to 28 squeaks compose a series.

Of twenty three squeak:series recorded, all but two oc
curred imzMdiately after rolled R calls.

However, rolled R

calls were not followed by squeaks in 53 of T4 observations.
Fifteen of twenty three observations of squaak series occurred
when another red squirrel was near the vocalizing animal.
included*

These

(l) prior vocalizing by a neighboring red squirrel

irho gave a rolled R i n seven, and a chee call in four obser
vations; (2) a non-vocalizing red squirrel 4» ar by in two^.oaeçs;
and (3 ) the vocalizing squirrel chasing another individual
gfter the call in two cases.

On one occasion a red squirrel

gave a s e r i e s s q u e a k s and two rolled R calls followed by
squeaks in the direction of a 8teller's jay (Cyanocitta stelleri)
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wh,ich.i had. landed in a nearby branch.

This was the only ex

ample of vocalization toward a species other than red squirrels
and humans that was observed.
Growls:

Growls are low gutteral sounds described by

Smith (1965) as "quiet aggressive sounds".

One kind of note

ranging from 0,06 to 0,12 seconds can be distinquished (Figure
12),

The note is composed of low indistinct frequencies ranging

from lower than. 0,085 kc/sec, to a maximum of 5.0 kc/sec.
Growls are given in series which are separated by a few
seconds of silence.

Inter—note intervals within any one series

are consistent in length but vary from 0.06 seconds to 0,18
seconds in different series.
Growls are given only in association with overt aggression.
The call was heard only under two contexts:

one individual ap

proaching another and then retreating when a second red squirrel
growledÎ and one individual growling and chasing another in
dividual. Red squirrels used this sound frequently during the
breeding season.

Typically a male approached within two or

three feet of a female; she rushed at him growling and he re
treated.

This performance usually occurred three or four times

in succession.
Red squirrels also used this sound when confined in live
traps.

As a trapped animal was approached, it growled and

jumped at the side of the trap,

A few squirrels also growled

while being confined in. the handling cone.
Juvenile sounds :

Juveniles gave a low pitched indistinct

souni lasting from a few seconds to a minute in length.

This

sound, similar to the noise made by fingernails scratching
across cardboard,consists'of one kind of note which varies in,
length from 0.12 to 0,25 seconds. (^Figure 13).
This note is structurally difficult to define :
frequencies composing it are lower than 0,5 kc/sec.

the major
The typical

temporal pattern, is a short series of notes separated by varying
intervals.
The sound, was recorded from a captive juvenile male in the
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Figure 12.

Four representative growl notes.

Figure 13.

Ko tes from juvenile sounds.
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laboratory.

The juvtenilie made this sound ifhen approaching

humans and in response to soratohing on his nest box.
The oall was newer recorded in the field,

Eowever, on

two ocoaeione juveniles in the field were heard making- this
sound as they r a m after a female squirrel, presumably their
mother.

On a third oooasion, a juveniBa was heard making

#&is sound im close proximity to another juvenile squirrel.
.Tariatiom
Because the chee oall wgs the most frequently heard
sound made by the red squirrel, it was selected for a de
tailed analysis of variation.

One hundred and two calls fromr

42 individuals were examined.

Four criteria for measuring

variation were established*

(l) the kinds of notes present;

(2 ) the percentages of oocuranoe of these different kindm
of notes; (3) the duration of individual notes; and (4 ) the
frequenoy of individual notes.
'.'hr.

Intra—individual variation s

Fourteen calls from one

red squirrel (# 4 o')' at the Biological Station were examined
to determine the amount of variation present within a single
individual.

Table 3 shows the kinds of notes and their re

lative use i n these fourteen calls.

Five randomly selected

chee calls from #4<fwere significantly different (p^ O.Ol)
from one another in> the percentage use of different notes.
Although # 4 0 »consistantly used double, triple,and quad notes
BK>st frequently, the percentage of each of these notes varied
widely from call to call.
Bote lengths and major frequencies were measured o n eight
double notes recorded from #4<^ (Table 4 ).
from 0 .0 9 to 0 .1 3 sec.

Bote length varied

The alpha frequency range varied with

a minimum range of 2.0ko/sec. to 3*2 ko/sec. and at.maximum
range of 5*4 ko/seo. to 5.9 kc/sec.

The beta frequenoy varied

with a mlnimumr range of 2.4 ko/sec. to 3.0 ko/seo. and a maxi■ami V range of 3.0 ko/seo. to 3.9 ko/seo.
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Table 3*

Call
No.

Total
No.
Notes

%
Single

%
Double

435

-

68.8

505

-

49.5

-

2.
3.

Note compoeition of lU chee calls recorded from # 4 cT,

!

Reverse
Double

%
Triple

Reverse
Triple

i
Quad

i
Quint

%
Trill

1 5 .9

1 6 .3

-

-

“

3 3 .5

1 7 .0

-

-

34.2

-

40.8

-

2 5 .0

-

•

k.

39

-

76.9

-

10.1

-

1 2 .9

-

-

5.

91

-

11.4

-

3 0 .8

-

6 0 .8

-

—

6.

350

17.1

24.8

9 .4

6 .0

5 .1

3 7 .6

-

-

7.

lUl

-

62.4

-

9 .3

-

2 8 .3

-

-

8.

13

-

2 3 .0

—

3 8 .5

-

3 8 .5

9.

62

-

19.4

-

24.2

-

56*4; ‘

10.

275

1.0

42.9

-

2 6 .2

-

2 6 .9

-

3 .0

11.

216

1.8

3 2 .6

-

42.7

-

2 2 .5

0 .4

12.

179

2.8

14.5

-

3 9 .1

4 3 .6

-

13.

76

7.8

-

1 5 .9

-

68.4

-

7 .9

14.

163

—

2 7 .6

-

14.1

-

-

_

5 8 .3

—33^
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Tablo 4»

Variation in double note length and major frequem>
cios viiaiin the ohee oall of one individual, #4cf..
Alpha frequenoy
range (ko/seo)
Min. Max.
3*4 — 5.4

Beta frequenoy
range (ko/sec)
Min. Max.
2.9 — ,3.9

Bbte lengths
(seo.)

2i

3.4 - 5.6

2.5 - 3.6

0.12

3

3.5 - 5.7

2.4 — 3.0

0.12

4

5.0 - 5.6

2.5 - 3.6

0.12

5

5.0 - 5.9

3.0 - 3.6

0.12

6

5.2 - 5.7

3.0 - 3.3

0.10

7

2.8 - 5.5

2.5 - 3.6

0.09

8

4.5 — 5.7

2.7 — 3.6

0.13

Note #
i 1

Table 5.

uOilO

Variation in double note length and major frequenoies within the ohee call of six adult individuals.

Individual # notes Alpha frequenoy•Beta frequenoy-Note length
#
measured range (ko/seo.) range (ko/seo)
(seo.y _
# 1

2

5 .4 — 6.6

2.8 - 4.0

0.12

# 2

5

4.5 - 5 .9

2*7 — 4 .2

0.11

# 7

2

5.3 - 6 .4

2.8 - 3.4

0.12

# 4

8

4 .1 — 5 .6

2.6 - 3 .5

QVll

# 2

2

4 .7 - 5 .8

2 .4 - 3 .5

0.11%

# 8

5

5„2 - 6.0

2 .5 - 3.2

0.11

—34—
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-35Inter—iraiividual variations

Seven adult individuals

at the Biological Station were signifioantly different
(p<0,0l) in their percentage use of chee call notes (Table 6).
Statistically there was less difference between individuals
than: there was within one hndividual.

This suggests that inter-

individual variation is probably due primarily to intraindividual variation»
Bote lengths and average major frequencies of the double
note were measured on calls from six adult Biological Station:
individuals (Table 5).
seconds.

Bote lengths varied from 0.11 to 0,12

The alpha frequency range varied with a minimum

range of 4-1 kc/sec. tc 5.4 kc/sec. to a maximum range of
4.1 kc/seo. to 6.6 kc/sec.

The beta frequency range varied

with a minimum range of 2.4 ko/sec. to 2.8 kc/sed. to a
maximum range of 3.2 ko/sec. to 4.2 ko/sec.

Comparison of

Table 4 with Table $ demonstrates that note length variation
was greater within one individual than between individuals,
frequency variation, was about the same within one individual
and between individuals.
Variation between the seaes»

Adult males and females i n

the Biological Station population were significantly different
(p<^O.Ol) in their percental use of chee call notes (Table
FemaaLes used a much greater percentage of single notes than
did males.

Reverse double notes and reverse triple notes

were also used more by females.
more than females.

Males used triple notes

Both males and females used the double

note most frequently.
The average length of the double note was not different
in males and females.

There was little difference between

males and females in the average major frequenoies of the
double note (Table 8).
Variationi between adultg and juveniles>

JUvenlles,

defined as animals born during the year of the study, showed
a statistical difference (p^O.Ol) from adults at the Bio—
Station i n their percentage use of notes oomposlng "'f
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Table 6,

Variation in note use percentage of the chee call between seven
adult red squirrels.

C/)

W
o"
3
0
3
CD
8

Individual

Total
no.
Notes

%
Single

%
Double

.. 1.....

... ;i..

Reverse
%
Double Trinle

Reverse I: %
Trinle Quad

%
Quint

%
Trill

c3
i"
'

#1

585

28.2

15.7

6.7

5.5

9.7

34.2

0.0

0.5

1
3

#2

663

38.5

30.9

7.5

12.5

0.5

9.5

0.0

00.5

#6 '

382

6.3

43.2

10.1

10.1

10.1

17.6

0.0

1.0

#7

998

31.5

.33.6

11.0

11,0

0.2

16.1

0.0

2/6

62

12.9

69.4

3.2

3.2

0.0

6.4

0.0

4.9

#4

2602

2.8

42.8

1.3

24.6

or?

27.0

0.0

0.8

#8

561

56.2

39.0

9.3

\9Z3

0.0

12.8

1.7

2.1

CD

3
.
3
"

CD

"CDO

# 2j
Q
"O
O
CD
Q.

"CDO
3
C/)

o"

\

Table 7,

Variation inu note use percentage of the ohee oall
between adult females and males.

Total
%
H6.
%
^ Reverse ^
Sex Motes Single Double Double Triple
9ft 2624
OV3229

Table 8.

Sex

<Tcr

2 8 .9

6.6

3 0 .3

9 .1

1 0 .3

4 2 .7

2.7

2 1 .5

%
Reverse %
%
%
Triple Quad Quint Trill
3 .9
0 .6

16.3

âëO

1.2

2 4 .2

0.3

1 .2

Variation in double note length and frequenoy be
tween adult females and males.

Dumber of
individuals

Total number
notes measured

Average
length

Average
frequency

3

9

0.11 seo.

e^k5.0-6.3
2;8-3.9f

3

13

0.11 seo.

«<■ 4;6-5.'8
- 2;5-3é4

—3?—
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the ohee oall ("Tahle 9),

Single notes were used most

frequently by juveniles; more complex notes such as double
notes y triple notes, and^iquad notes were used rarely or not
at all.
Juveniles and adults did not differ in the average
length of single notes nor in the average major frequenoies
of single notes (Table 10).
A critical study of v o o ^ development in the red squirrel
has not been done*

Nice (isl^) described calls of captive

juvenile red squirrels who were thought to be about 11 to 13
days old.

Tbs squirrels 'Srhined^- and "squeaked** when they

were hungry.

At the age of about 20 dagm, the **whinlng"

became a "chirruping** souikL.

Two weeks later, the "chir

ruping" had become a "grunting" sound.
After leaving their nests at the Biological Station,
juveniles used only the most simple chee call notes.

Here

complex notes such as double notes, triple notes, and quad
notes are added to an individual's repertoire later.

It is

not. known whether the adult pattern develops gradually or
suddenly, with the onset of sexual maturity.
Geographic variation*

Chee call recordings from adult

and juvenile red squirrels at the Biological Station were
compared with recordings of cbee calls recorded at Glacier
national Park and Te).low8tone Hhtional Park.

Twenty five

calls were recorded at dlacier 3Park including five calls
from three different juveniles, seven calls from four dif
ferent adult females, nine calls from three different adult
males, and four calls from three unsexed adults.

Twenty

two calls were recorded at Yellowstone Park including
twelve calls from four different juveniles, one call from
an adult female, four calls from four different adult males,
and five calls from four different unsexed adults.
Bed squirrels from the Biological Station and Glacier
Park belong to the same subspecies, Tamiasoiurus hudscnicus
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Table 9,

Tarlatloxk in note use percentage of the ohee call
between juveniles and adults.

Total
~
~
<L
«L
ho.
io
%
Reverse %
Reverse ^
^
^
Age hotes Single Double Rouble Triple Triple Quad Quint Trill
J

2329
I

A

65.0

14.3

14.8

2.5

0.4

2.7

0*0

0.3

16.7

37.2

5.5

16.5

2.0

20.7

0.2

1.2

'

5853

Table 10.

Variation in. single note length and frequenoy be
tween juveniles and adults

Number of
Aim

Total number 6f
notes measured

Average
length

Average
frequency

J

2:

9

Oi08 sec. /3 - 2.8-3.5

A

5

11

0,07 seo. /3- 2.6-3.7
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rlchardsoni. while »hd aqudrrels from Tellowstone Park belon^r
to the suhspecies T, h. -ventorum (Pkill and Kelson, 1959).
The three geographic populations differed significantly
(p<0.01) in their percentage use of different ohee oall notes
(Table 11).

The two populations of T. h. riohardeoni were more

similar to each other in their use of different kinds of notes.
Bbth. populations used double notes in exactly the same pro
portions.

Reverse double notes, triple notes, reverse triple

notes and trills were used in approximately the same per
centages.

Red squirrels from Glacier Park used quad notes and

quint notes more frequently than did Rio logical Station ani
mals; but the latter used single notes more frequently than Û
did the former.
The population of ^

^

ventorum from Tellowstone Park

was significantly different (p<0.01) from both populations
of Ti h. richardsonl in the use of chee call notes.

Double

notes composed the major portion of total chee call notes
recorded in Tellowstone.

Single notes were of secondary

importance and reverse double notes were used occasionally.
All other notes were seldom if ever used.
Some of this variation is obviously due to variation
within a population, either intram- or inter-individual
variation, or variation due to sex or age.

Bow#ver, dif

ferences between the two ^subspecies of red squirrels are
pronounced.

The absence of the quad note from the Tellowstone

red squirrels ' ohee call is striking.

This note was a n im

portant component in the calls of adult red squirrels from
the Biological Station and Glacier Park.

I n these areas,

the quf4 note is also occasionally used by juveniles.

But

the quad note was never recorded from a Tellowstone animal.
The h i ^ percentage of double note use by Tellowstone
red squirrels is another interesting difference.

Eleven

out of thirteen individuals from Tellowstone Park showed a
high percentage of double note use.

In three calls from
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Table 11,Geographic variation in percentage of notes comoosing the chee call
Glacier Park, Biological Station, and Yellowstone Park,

between

C/)

W
o'
3
0
3
CD
8

(O'

3"
1
3

....
■
%
Reverse
%
%
%
calls Total no,
Reverse %
%
%
locality recorded notes recorded Singles Doubles Doubles Trinle Trinle Ouad Ofiint Trill

m,

-

Biological
Station

52

81802

30,5

30,7

8,2

12.4

1,7

15,5

0,1

0,9

Glacier
Park

25

2691

10,1

30.7

12,3

13,7

2.7

25,4

3,2

1,9

Ye H o w s tone
Park
22

2857

22,3

73.8

3,2

0,5

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

CD

"n

c
3
.
3
"

CD

■CDD
O
Q.
C
a
o

3

■D
O
CD

Q.

■CDD
C/)
C/)

-42>from three different individuals, the double note composed
the entire call.

This suggests that the high percentage of

use of the double note is due to geographic variation* rather
than due to individual variation.
Several double notes from chee calls recorded at the
Hielogical Station, Glacier Park, and Yellowstone Park were
measured.

Hote length and average major frequenoies of this

note do not differ among the three populations (Table 12).
Geographic variation between two subspecies can occur
in. behavioral as well as morphological characters.
species of red squirrel, Tg_ h. richardsoni and ^

IVo sub
^

ventorum.

show a distinctive difference in the note composition of the
,chee call.

This difference between two subspecies suggest

that note use in the chee call may be a useful taxonomic
character.

Its usefulness is emphasized by the consistancy

of its measurement:

different notes are easily identified

at a tape speed one sixteenth the recording speed.

By count

ing the total number of each kind of note and dividing by the
total number of notes, one obtains percentages for each kind
of note composing the chee call.

Individuals or populations

can be compared o n the basis of these relative percentages.
Other vocal variations such as note length, frequenoy,
and amplitude are much m)re difficult to standardize.

%ey

vary a great deal under different recording conditions, with
the quality of instruments such as the microphone, and with
the techniques and accuracy of measurement.

Percentage of

note use in the ohee oall depends only upon identifioation
of lA&e different notes and on* simple oounting teohniques.
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Table 1 &

Geographic variation in length and major frequencies of
the double note between Glacier, Biological Station and
Yellowstone Park.populations.

Locality

Average length in sec.

Average frequency in KC/sec.

Biological
Station

0.11

Alpha » 5.1-6.2
Beta = 2.7-3.8

Yellowstone
Park

0.11

Alpha = 5.0-6.2
Beta = 2.6-3* *3^

Glacier
Park

0.11

Alpha = 5*3-6.2
Beta = 2.6-3»6

-43-
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DISCUSSIOBI
Ponction of vocalization
Much has heen w i t t o n about the function of bio acoustical
Busne1 (I968 ) states that a vocal message

behavior in animals.
consists of two partst

(l) intrinsic information about the

presence of an individual of a species, bis spatial position,
and perhaps his individual identity; (2 ) semantic information
about his internal state or motivation.

Several authors

(Bisnel, 1963 » Temborck, 1963; Collias, I 9 63 ) classify sounds
into ecological or behavioral categories.

Although these

schemes differ in format, they contain, essentially the same
elements.

Calls are involved^ with*

(l) reproductive be

havior including attract ant calls and rival sounds; (2 ) par
ent— young relationships whinh involve notes of contentment,
distress,or need; (3 ) social relationships including alarm
calls, territorial calls and calls involved with group ac
tivities such as feeding or group movements.
Chee call*

The chee call is the most frequently used vo

calisation of the red squirrel.

Early descriptions of this

oall included anthropomorphic comments about its apparent,
function.

Hatt (1 9 2 9 ) describes this call as an expression

of "outraged feelings".
oall denotes anger.

Klugh (I9 2 7 ) also states that the

The ohee oall funotions in territorial

behavior according to Ck>rdon (1936).
Smith (1 9 6 5 ) recently named this oall the "alarm oall".
Be describes its oocuranoe in response to other species, par
ticularly humans and goshawks (Accinter gentilis). and its
function as a warning to oonspecifics that predators are
present.

However, in an earlier section, he states that

this "alarm oall" was used by either sex during breeding
activity.
My observations do not a^ree with Smith's conclus ion
that ^hecchee oall is an alarm oall.
I

A l t M u g h my presence
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often elicited the call and this response might: he termed
"alarm", other behavior seen in association with this call
was obviously not involved with warning oonspeoifics.

A

male calling to a nearby female for extended periods of
time during the breeding season is not giving an alarm call.
This call may have several functions.

Obviously it

plays an important role in breeding behavior.

The ohee call

attracts attention and may serve to distinquish the sexes.
Animals'-oalling may also be giving information about the
presence of non-specifics in a squirrel's territory.
SqueaJc-whistlest

Squeqk- whistles have also been func

tionally described by early workers.

Klugh (1927) and Hatt

(1 9 2 9 ) describ«àithis sound as a "call of curiosity".

Smith

(1 9 6 5 ) described these Tpeepô^ as one kind of note composing
the "alarm call" (chee call).

As previously stated, squeak—

whistles are structually and temporally related to the chee
call.

However, squeak-whisties

sound quite different from v

the notes of the chee call and are usually given before a
chee call.

They are never distributed throughout a chee call

as are the regular notes of the chee call.

Also, sque ak-

whis ties are typically associated with approach behaviort

the

approach to a new object in the environment such as a human,
or the approach to a female by a male,

% e function of the

sque ak-whis tie may be to reduce aggression in oon-speoifics.
Rolled R ;call*

The foiled R call is desoribed by both

Klugh (1927 ) and Hatt (1929) as a note of inter-communication.
Smith (1965 ) names this call the "territorial call** and de
scribes its function as defense of an area against other squir
rels,

This defense is primarily of a food source; only during

the breeding season do males "defend" a female against other
males, according to 8mlth(l965)#
The rolled R call is used during the breeding season
by females being apiwoached by males and by males jnrior to
approaohing females and after being chased away by females.
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After the breeding season rolled R calls are often heard
after another squirrel has vocalized and are involved with
feeding and cone cutting.

The nature of the behavior as

sociated with this call indicated that its function, is ad
vertisement and it may be involved with territorial defense.
The wide frequency range of this call allows for easy location;
of the caller.

This is an important criterion for a ter

ritorial “ball according to Marier and Hamilton (I967),
Squeaks;

Smith (19^5) names these sounds a "loud

ressive call" and notes their use with the rolled R call.
According to Smith (1965) squeaks function to warn cons pet,
cifics of the aggressive intent of the call; that is, this
sound serves to intimidate other squirrels.
My observations indicate that this call is used in tense -:
situations:

For example, a* feeding female approached by a

juvenile gave loud squeaks and a long rolled H call followed
by squeaks; the juvenile retreated immediately.
Smith's statement that this call is aggressive in nature
may be correct.
calls:

The defense of a territory may involve two

first, the rolled E call whic^ serves as an announce

ment that an animal is present in its territory, and secondly,
squeaks, which serve as an aggressive sound of active defense.
If this is the case, the rolled R call would be heard more
frequently, even in the absence of other squirrels.

Squeaks

would only occur under the less frequent situation of im
mediate threat to a territory and or the approach of a non
specific. or his vocalizing nearby.
prowls:

Smith (I965) named this sound a "quiet §g-

gressive call".
ior,

These situations do exist.

Growls are involved with threatening behav

Red squirrels are not timid when confined; they are

highly aggressive and growl while attempting to attack.

Growls

are also made by females approached by males during the breed
ing season.

Often a female will rush at a male when he ap^ •

preaches too closely.

Males immediately retreat when a
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-47female growls*

Growls safe often heard during aggressive

chases.
Juvenile sounds:

Smith (I9 6 5 ) described juvenile sounds

as "appeasing calls'* and states the function aa % communi
cation of the lack of aggressive intent*

He observed this

sound in "playing" juveniles and in juveniles approaching
adults*
Most observations of this sound were confined to a cap
tive juvenile male*

Prior to weaning, the sound was made

while the animal was in its neat box*

Later, the juvenile

made the sound when humans approached or wheni "playing" in
trees*

Juveniles making this sound in the field were in the

presence of siblings or parents*

This sound apparentlyr is

involved with parent—young and sibling relationships and de
notes comfort rather than need*

Although it may be used in

appeasement situations, it is more commonly used outside of
any obvious appeasement function*
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SUHMABY
1.

VboallzatioiXi of the red squirrel was studied at

three localities in western Montana and northern Wyoming*
the University of Montana Biological Station, Glacier Nat
ional Park, and Yellowstone National Park.
The vocal-reipertoire u f - % e red squirrel -contains
at least six different kinds of calls*

chee balls, squeak-

whistles, rolled R calls, squeaks, growls, and juvenile sounds.
3.

The ohee call is the most commonly used sound and is

the most complex call.
compose this call.

As many as eight different notes may

The function of the ohee call may be to

attract attention and provide sex identification.
4.

Squeak-whistles often precede chee calls.

This

sound, composed of one kind of note, is used in approach
situations.

Its function may be to reduce aggression ini

oonspeoifics.
3«

The rolled R call is a highly uniform series of

identical notes.

Its function may be advertisement which is

involved with territorial defense.
6.

Squeaks are high pitched, variable notes usually

heard after rolled R calls.

Squeaks are given in situations

where there is an immediate threat to an individual’s ter
ritory.
7.

Its function may be territorial defense.
Growls are low gutteral sounds.

They are only

heard in aggressive situations and have a threatening
function.
8.

Juvenile souwis are low and indistinct.

They were

only heard when a juvenile was in the presence of its mother
or siblings.

These sounds apparently denotq Qomfort Aather

than need.
9*

One individual at the Biological Station showed sig

nificant variation in the use of different notes composing the
ohee call.

Duration and frequency of ohee call notes varies

slightly within a given individu^.
— 48 —
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Variation in peroentage use of chee call notes

between: adult individuals at the Biological Station is pro
bably due to intra-individual variation.

Duration of double

chee call notes varied loss l^etween individuals tham withim
a given individual.

Inter- and intra-individual variations

in. the major frequenoies of the double chee call note^ were
aiwut the same,
11.

Adult males and females at the Biological Station

differed significantly in their percentage use of different
chee call notes.

Females used more single notes, reverse

double notes, and reverse triple notes than did males.
Males used more triple notes than did females.

Duration and

frequency of the double chee call note did not diffezr be
tween males and females,
12.

Juveniles and adults at the Biological Station

showed significant differences in #ieir use of different
ohee call notes.

Juveniles used single notes most frequently.

More complex notes were used rarely if at all,

This indi

cates that complex notes are added later to juveniles* vocal
repertoire.
13.

When this occurs is not known.

The three geographio populations in the study showed

significant differences in the percentages of chee call notes
used.

Populations of Tamiasciurus hudsonious richardsoni

at the Biological Station and at Glacier Park were more
similar to one another than either was to the population
of ^

h, ventorum at Yellowstone Park,

The absence of the

quad note and the high percentage use of the double note in
the wodal repertoire of the Yellowstone Park red squirrels
were the most striking differences.

Duration and frequency

of double ohee call notes did not differ between the three
populations,
14.

Differences in percentages of note use in the ohee

call between these two subspecies of red squirrels indicate
that chee call note use may be a useful taxonomio charaoter.
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